
 

 

 

 

 

 

 Fluent in English, Japanese and French, I am a specialist in languages with the experience of working 
in polylingual businesses, teaching languages and taking part in translation work. My life so far has been a 
constant switching of languages - for that matter between those that are utterly disparate by nature – and has 
therefore been an exhaustive exploration of communicative dispositions across cultures. I was raised in a 
bilingual, multi-ethnic family in Tokyo and then immersed myself in intensive French lessons through the ages 
of 6 to 18. By my teenage years when I was teaching English to Japanese children, the workings of languages 
at the most fundamental levels felt so familiar to me such that I had no problem preparing class material for 
students of any age and level. Whilst studying at Goldsmiths University in London, I helped Japanese artists by 
to translate any English in their works whilst being mindful of how their work may be interpreted, and whilst 
working in the live music business as an agent, I corresponded with promoters in their local languages to plan 
concerts in their territories.   

EXPERIENCES 

Assistant Agent at Blow-Up Live Ltd. – London (2016-2019) 

 I have assisted in the booking of artists such as Flying Lotus, Thundercat, Squarepusher, The Comet is 
Coming, !!! (Chk Chk Chk), Warmduscher and others, covering each booking in minding performance contracts, tour 
logistics, ticket sales or promotional efforts, as well as liasing with clients, partners and guests on performance 
nights and so on.  The knowledge I have gained in this eventually encouraged me to seek out an artist of my own to 
be in charge of (Bristol- based band Scalping). Even with a marginal repertoire of releases, I paved the way for an 
early success in immediately providing a bustling schedule of headline shows and key festival slots in and outside 
the UK. The unique experience of working in a boutique agency was also invaluable in at once teaching me of the 
diligence required in keeping an independent business running, as well as of the creative freedom that may be 
enjoyed in a flexible working arrangement.  

Gallery Assistant at Wada Fine Art – Tokyo (2014) 

 My experiences in an art gallery were the first that had taught me the intricacies of identifying a truly 
cutting-edge artist, whilst also the many sides of looking after their career. Over a summer I was left in charge of 
setting up and invigilating the exhibition of an emerging Japanese painter, which involved putting on an opening 
event, speaking to daily guests and dealing with any sold artworks. The translation work I took on relating to the 
more established artists’ plans for Art Basel Hong Kong was extremely interesting in teaching me about their 
practices as well as finding new ways to describe these across languages.  

English Teacher –Tokyo (2014-2015) 

 I provided English lessons to few children of ages varying from 4 to 16 at their homes, and was pleased to 
find out that the material I independently prepared every week for each was not only apparently effective as an 
alternative to the standardized teaching of local Japanese schools, but seen as a more free and entertaining 
method to engage in communication.  

Staff Member of Yatsugatake Western Ranch – Yamanashi Prefecture, Japan (2013-2016) 

 Spending a large amount of time of my younger years taking part in hard manual labour – all-the-more in 
the highly conservative working environment of the Japanese countryside – helped understand that hard work could 
lead to a wholehearted sense of belonging to a community. My tasks included maintaining the stables and fields, 
feeding and grooming the animals, assisting riding lessons and occasionally giving small children their first pony 
ride.  
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EDUCATION 

Goldsmiths College, University of London (2015-2018) 

BA History of Art Single Honours - First Honours Graduate 

Seisen International School, Tokyo (Class of 2015)  

IB Exam: 40 out of 45 points (Equivalent of 5 As in A-Levels) 

DELF Exams (French Institute’s Knowledge of French Exam)  

Passed Level B1 exam in 2012  

SKILLS 

• Fluent in Japanese and French as well as English (Italian on its way).  
• Habits of driven, self-directed research. 
• Word, Excel, Photoshop, Social Media etc. all covered. 
• Lived knowledge of the music industry, particularly the live sector. 
• Academic understanding of our cultural landscape, its current form and its history. 

 


